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Committee Members, Sponsors, Co-Sponsors, Keepers of the Record, MA DPH, MA DPU, MA AGO, MA DTC, Governor Baker, Rep. Ferrante, Senator Warren and Senator Markey:

Dear Esteemed Legislators and Public Servants,

Thank you for your careful consideration of the wireless utility meter choice bill S. 1988, and H. 2840 and H. 2888 to address National Grid’s fraudulent utility “smart” grid pilot program in Worcester, MA.

I am a semi-retired Massachusetts analyst and technology project leader who experiences cardiac irregularities and other symptoms from Smart Meters and wireless technology. It took me years to figure it out. My doctor hooked me up to a Holter Monitor to track my heart rhythms for 24 hours in order to confirm the cardiac issue.

Finally, since my worst symptoms were primarily in the evenings, I began to suspect the utility meters on the side of my house. A Smart Meter had been installed several years earlier without my knowledge by the city water department. I had it removed and my cardiac symptoms ended that day. When about 6 months later, I got a spontaneous nose bleed for no reason when sitting in a chair in that part of the house, I went outside and discovered the water department had recently re-installed that meter.

Since, I had become educated that DNA damage and blood irregularities were other symptoms of disease caused by wireless technology, I knew that this technology was likely the cause of my nosebleed. I had it pulled from the house the next day and have had no more problems. I posted a sign on the side of my house forbidding Smart Meters to prevent another reoccurrence.

I'm lucky to date that I live in a relatively isolated location and am not being affected (at least not too obviously) by my neighbors' meters. However, I'm in my 60s and can no
longer afford to live here. Where do I go? Any more affordable or centrally located residence will be bombarded by wireless technology outside of my control.

I am also hesitant to work anyplace in order to continue living here because, frankly, I’m fearful of the impact of the bodily assault caused wireless. Ironically, although I worked in technology, I avoided using a cell phone - I just didn’t like them. Many of my cousins have health problems including cancers that were not suffered by the aunts, uncles or grandparents. What are we doing to ourselves?

- Current wireless technology including Smart Meters and 5G is genocidal.
  - Electromagnetic frequencies and radiation assaults all of us all the time, but those of us with a certain genetic profile suffer first and worst.

Massachusetts has an incredible opportunity to lead the nation in creating solutions for safe, sustainable, energy-efficient technology. Please report these three bills out of committee favorably and promptly.

Thank you for your time and consideration, please don’t hesitate to contact me if I can provide additional information. For your convenience, I am including a few clickable links below to science, media reports and an appeal from scientists to government.

Respectfully,
Karen Favazza Spencer
67 Langsford Street
Gloucester, MA 01930
978.283.4606
KFSpencer@Comcast.net

RESOURCES:

International Appeal from Scientists to UN and governments:
https://emfscientist.org/index.php/emf-scientist-appeal


Radiation from Cell Phones, WiFi Are Hurting the Birds and the Bees; 5G May Make It Worse, by Dana Dovey. Newsweek: Tech & Science. May 19, 2018.
http://www.newsweek.com/migratory-birds-bee-navigation-5g-technology-electromagnetic-radiation-934830